
AEROSPACE FIRM
achieves critical software cost savings

Quick facts

USD 5 million
saved on industry-specific 
software

Visibility
into software consumption 
and spending

Discounts
on software licenses and 
renewals

Like many other companies in the global aerospace industry, one 
longtime SoftwareONE customer saw its revenues drop precipitously 
at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, when the demand for airline 
travel collapsed. Using its advanced Digital Supply Chain management 
services, SoftwareONE quickly helped the company reduce its 
spending on industry-specific software by USD 5 million to date.

Although the demand for airline travel has since recovered, the 
aerospace company continues to rely on SoftwareONE to manage 
ongoing software purchases and renewals and to negotiate discounts 
and cost-efficient contracts. The two organizations work collaboratively 
to stay on top of changes in the software market and anticipate 
evolving needs and budgets.

Industry

Aerospace

Customer

Global aerospace company

Services

SoftwareONE Digital Supply 
Chain management services, 
including SoftwareONE 
PyraCloud



An urgent need to cut software costs

Already an important SoftwareONE customer for several years, the aerospace company urgently needed a new 
level of support when airline travel came to a near halt due to the outbreak of COVID-19. It was spending many 
millions of dollars on industry-critical software but suddenly had almost no airline revenues to help cover those 
costs. It needed to make big changes and fast. 

In addition to the immediate need to reduce software costs, the company also wanted to:

 › Gain better visibility into software license renewals and new contracts

 ›  Optimize software consumption

 ›  More easily manage end-of-life software issues

 ›  Have a single view of invoices, spending and consumption for improved accounting and planning

The challenge

Identifying opportunities for savings

Using its Digital Supply Chain management services, SoftwareONE helped the company to:

1. Negotiate favorable discounts for licenses and renewals

 ›  Having already worked for many years as essentially an extension of the company’s procurement team, 
SoftwareONE was able to couple its knowledge of the company’s business operations with its deep 
software industry expertise.

 › SoftwareONE used this understanding to reduce license purchase and renewal costs as much as possible, 
while ensuring the company had the modern software it needed to get planes back in the air when the 
industry recovered.

2. Better manage spending on industry-specific software

By applying Digital Supply Chain principles to its software use and spending, the business was quickly able to 
achieve significant cost savings.

3. Gain greater visibility into ongoing software consumption and spending

SoftwareONE worked with the aerospace company daily to help it control and, where possible, drive down software 
costs. The company also gained valuable insights by using SoftwareONE’s PyraCloud platform for reporting.

The solution

"What did we bring them that they couldn’t do on their own? Better pricing and understanding of the 
software vendors’ licensing models and agreement types. We know when they’re getting a good deal.  
We also know when we can push the vendor to get better pricing and that was key during the pandemic.”

SoftwareONE Dedicated Account Director

"

“That’s where Digital Supply Chain services can provide a lot of value. It’s effective for managing long-tail 
software vendors – rather than large vendors like Microsoft where a lot of eyes are focused on optimizing 
usage and costs.”

SoftwareONE Global Practice Lead, Digital Supply Chain Services 

"



Ongoing support for optimized software usage 
Significant efficiencies in spending

Over a 24-month period, the business saved more than USD 5 million on software. Those savings helped the 
company to weather the revenue crisis created by the collapse in air travel early in the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Reduced burden on in-house procurement

Knowing that it can always rely on SoftwareONE’s advice and expertise, the company doesn’t need to hire 
additional in-house procurement team members, which also saves expenses. SoftwareONE continues to support 
the company as needed.

Improved insights for planning

With new levels of visibility into its software spending, the company can better anticipate future needs and 
budget accordingly.

Streamlined reporting for accounting

SoftwareONE’s PyraCloud platform provides a single place in which to view invoices, past spending and software 
consumption history. This makes accrual-based accounting easier for the company’s finance team.

A stronger foundation for the future

Improved transparency and management of software consumption and costs will help the company better 
navigate inflation and other future economic challenges.

The outcome
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